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SYNOPSIS

The Australian States in which endemic-goitre areas are known
to exist are New South Wales, South Australia, Tasmania, and
Victoria. These are the only States that have introduced legisla-
tion concerning the iodization of salt. Some evidence is available
which suggests that parts of northern Queensland may also be
mildly goitrous. Iodine prophylaxis, in the form of a 10-mg tablet
of potassium iodide given weekly to pregnant and lactating women,
infants, children, and adolescents, was introduced by the Austra-
lian Department of Health in 1947. The scheme started in Can-
berra, and was later extended to Tasmania and parts of Victoria.

Goitre was first recognized in the European population of
New Zealand in 1882. Many surveys have been made; the most
extensive were undertaken in the 1920's, when some 90,000 school-
children were examined. The highest figures were obtained in the
Christchurch area.

The average incidence of goitrous deformities has dropped
from 62%, in 1925, to 25%, in 1951, owing to the disappearance
of gross deformities, but the incidence of palpably enlarged goitres
is still high. Iodized salt has been available since 1924, but is used
by only about 80%' of the population. Moreover, some of the
salt is insufficiently iodized.

The distribution of goitre in Melanesia is patchy. Areas in
which more than 50% of the men and almost all the women
have grossly enlarged thyroids adjoin goitre-free places. Insufficient
surveys have been made to estimate the extent of the disease, but
it is believed that goitre is a public-health problem in New Guinea.
Active preventive measures have not yet been undertaken. Salt is
in great demand in this region, and the author expresses the opinion
that it should not be difficult to establish a satisfactory campaign
on the use of iodized salt.

AUSTRALIA

Endemic goitre has not been recorded among the Australian aborigines.
This is not surprising, since the original inhabitants of the now recognized
goitrous areas disappeared from those parts shortly after their occupa-
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tion by the first white settlers. The present-day aborigines apparently
live in non-goitrous areas, for endemic goitre has not been observed among
them.

Australia is a large area, being slightly larger than the continental
United States of America, with a white population of nearly 9 million.
Relatively few specific goitre surveys have been made, and those that have,
have been limited to the populations in areas which were either already
known to be or suspected of being endemic-goitre areas. It is quite pos-
sible that other goitre areas will be revealed as more surveys are under-
taken. The present information is presented here by States, since pro-
phylatic procedures have to be undertaken by the authorities in each
State.

Incidence
Queensland

Systematic goitre surveys have not been made in this State. The only
evidence is from the reports of school medical officers.'3 They suggest
that parts of the Atherton Tableland, which lies behind Cairns, in northern
Queensland, are mildly goitrous. Figures of the incidence are not available.

New South Wales

There have been a number of surveys in this State, and from these
it is known that relatively large goitrous areas exist in the Great Dividing
Range. This mountain range runs down the eastern part of the State,
from the Queensland border to the Victorian border. These areas are in
several large river valleys, including the populous Hunter River Valley
and in fertile plateaux in the Range. Surveys have shown that the highest
incidence of endemic goitre occurs in girls 12-14 years of age. The peak
rate for visibly enlarged goitre is about 30% in this age-group.2 13

The total population in the known goitre areas is about 150,000.

Victoria

The eastern tip of Victoria is-except for a narrow littoral-moun-
tainous, being a part of the Australian Alps. Several goitre surveys have
been made in this area.2 4,12,16 One survey found that 17% of the boys,
9-11 years of age, and 42% of the girls, 12-14 years of age, had visibly
enlarged thyroid glands.

The total population of the goitrous areas of Victoria is about 95,000.

South Australia

To the east of Adelaide, the capital of South Australia, lies the Mount
Lofty Range. A portion of the range (known locally as the Adelaide Hills),
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with an area of about half a million acres (approximately 200,000 ha),
is a closely settled farming and agricultural region. The total population
is about 20,000. Jungfer,10 who supervised a health survey of the children
in the area, found the incidence of visible endemic goitre to be 21% in
girls aged 10 years and over, and 4% in boys of the same age.

This is the only area in South Australia where endemic goitre has
been found.

Western Australia

Endemic goitre has not been recorded in this State, despite a deliberate
search for it in the southwestern corner, where a number of trace-element
deficiency diseases have been recorded in animals.

Tasmania

Several goitre surveys 14 have been made in this State, including some
by the author, and they have demonstrated that practically the whole
island is an endemic-goitre region. The goitre rate varies from a relatively
mild incidence along the northern coast to a heavy incidence in the south.

The total population of this State is about 257,000.

Prevention

New South Wales and South Australia have introduced, under the
Pure Foods Acts, legislation identifying iodized salt as salt containing
not less than 30, but not more than 50, parts of potassium iodide or sodium
iodide in every million parts of salt. In Victoria, the legal limits are between
40 and 70 parts per million, and in Tasmania the limits are between 20 and
30 parts per million.

Other States, where goitre is slight or not recorded, have not introduced
this legislation.

Over the last 20-25 years, sporadic educational campaigns for the
greater use of iodized salt have been undertaken in those States where
endemic goitre is known to occur. Comparative figures are not available
with which to measure the effectiveness of these procedures.

One other form of iodine prophylaxis has been in force in some parts
of Australia for about five years. It consists of the administration to preg-
nant and lactating women, infants, children, and adolescents, once a week,
of a tablet containing 10 mg of potassium iodide. The scheme, which is
sponsored and financed by the Australian Department of Health, was
started in Canberra in 1947, shortly after that city was found to be in a
goitrous area.'1 Later, the scheme was extended to Tasmania and parts
of Victoria.
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The Canberra project commenced as an experiment designed to test
the effectiveness of this method of distribution and to ascertain whether
it was possible to supply, in this way, adequate quantities of iodine to infants
and young children whose salt intake was negligible. The tablets are dis-
tributed through infant welfare centres and schools. The results have
been recently reviewed by Clements.3 The effects of this procedure in Can-
berra are shown in table I.

TABLE I. PERCENTAGE INCIDENCE OF VISIBLE GOITRE IN CANBERRA
CHILDREN, AGED 9-11 YEARS, AT EACH EXAMINATION

Boys Girls

Year number percentage number percentage
Year |exami ned with visible eaned with visibleexamined ~goitre exmndgoitre

1947 198 5.6 160 10.0

1948 236 2.1 215 5.0

1951 * 140 0.0 124 0.0

1952** 299 0.0 281 1.7

* Results from one school not available
** Survey limited to children who had resided in Canberra for previous three years.

A survey is to be undertaken in Tasmania early in 1954, to evaluate
the effects there of five years of prophylaxis by this method.

NEW ZEALAND

Professor Sir Charles Hercus has spearheaded the attack against
endemic goitre in New Zealand over the last 30 years, and much of the
following description has been taken from the writings of Hercus and his
colleagues.5-9

There is some evidence which suggests that endemic goitre occurred
in the Maoris before the European era; and it does now occur in Maoris
living in known goitrous areas. Endemic goitre was first recognized in
Europeans in 1882, since when there have been a number of surveys. The
most extensive investigations were in the 1920's, when some 90,000 school-
children throughout the Dominion were examined. The results showed
great variation in the incidence in different districts. The highest figures
were obtained around Christchurch, where about 30% of the schoolgirls
in the age-group 5-15 years were found to have visible goitres. The New
Zealand investigators noted that goitre was " found to be most abundant
on the more or less gravelly plains and river flats and along the narrower
flood plains of our large rivers ".5
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The figures for the children examined in the 1920's have been re-treated
to show the percentage of children residing in the various localities arranged
according to the percentage of schoolchildren with goitre.

The results are shown below; from this date it can be concluded that
most of the areas investigated were goitrous.

Percentage of Percentage o
children with the toral children

both palpable and examined living
visible goitre in area

0-9 17
10-19 21
20-29 16
30-39 9
40-49 1 1
50-59 7
60-69 19

Prevention

Iodized salt was introduced into New Zealand, on a voluntary basis,
in 1924, but the salt was inadequately iodized at one part per 250,000 parts
of salt and most people used it for table salt only. Hercus has calculated
that, at that time, the supplement provided by the iodized salt was about
6 mg daily.

An intense publicity campaign by the Department of Health in 1934
raised the number of households using iodized salt to 30%. In 1940,
the concentration was raised to one part of iodine, or potassium iodide,
per 20,000 parts of salt. Following the more widespread use of this com-
modity, the incidence of endemic goitre has fallen considerably.

In 1951, Tolley 15 made a survey of the children living in the Christ-
church district with the object of comparing the incidence of endemic
goitre with that found by Hercus in 1925. He found gross goitrous deformi-
ties absent, and that the average incidence was 25%, as compared with
62% in 1925.

The almost complete disappearance of visibly enlarged goitres has been
responsible for most of this fall. Dr. Tolley remarks that the incidence
of "incipient " (meaning palpably enlarged) goitres is still high, being
of the same order as the 1925 figures. This finding is not surprising, for
only approximately 80% of the population use iodized salt, and not all
iodized salt conforms to the adequate standard.

MELANESIA

Melanesia comprises a group of islands lying between longitudes
1300 E and 1700 E, and the Equator and latitude 260 S, in the southwestern
Pacific. These islands are inhabited almost exclusively by people known
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ethnologically as Melanesians. New Guinea-which, politically, is divided
into Netherlands New Guinea, Papua, and the Territory of New Guinea,
the last-named being a United Nations Trust Territory administered by
Australia, as is Papua-is the largest island in the group. A mountain
massif occupies most of the centre of the island, with peaks rising to be-
tween 12,000 and 13,000 feet (3,658-3,962 m).
A number of surveys, although not specifically designed as goitre

studies, have recorded goitre in many regions in these mountains.1 The
distribution is patchy; goitrous areas, in which more than 50% of the
male population have grossly enlarged thyroids and almost all the women
are affected, adjoin goitre-free areas.

Not enough surveys have been made to estimate the extent of goitre,
but a preliminary opinion can be advanced that goitre is a public-health
problem in New Guinea.

Reports of medical patrols in other islands of Melanesia indicate that
endemic goitre occurs in other islands.

Prevention

Active measures to prevent endemic goitre have not yet been under-
taken, largely because it was not possible, until recently, to iodize crude
salt. Now that a technique is available, it should not be difficult to establish
a satisfactory campaign. Salt is in great demand by inland dwellers, being
used as the key article in an extensive barter system over large areas.

R1tSUM1t

Quelques enquetes seulement ont et organisees dans les Etats de l'Australie oLu se
trouvent des regions d'endemie goitreuse connues. Pour le Queensland, on ne dispose
pas de chiffres de frequence resultant d'enquetes systematiques. Dans la Nouvelle-Galles
du Sud, les regions goitreuses, assez importantes, sont situees dans de larges vall6es
ou de hauts plateaux fertiles du Great Dividing Range, qui s'etend des frontieres du
Queensland a celles du Victoria. La frequence la plus elev&e (30 %) s'observe chez les
jeunes filles de 12-14 ans. Dans l'Etat de Victoria, 17% des garrons de 9-11 ans et 42%
des jeunes filles de 12-14 ans presentent des hypertrophies visibles de la thyrolde. Dans
l'Australie du Sud, le goitre se rencontre dans les Adelaide Hills ; d'apres les resultats
d'une enquete, publies en 1948, on le trouvait chez 21% des jeunes filles de 10 ans et plus
et chez 4% des garcons du meme groupe d'age. Dans l'ouest, le goitre n'a pas ete signale,
bien que des maladies par carence en oligo-elements aient ete signalees chez les animaux.

Dans la Nouvelle-Galles du Sud et l'Australie du Sud, la legislation a introduit
l'emploi de sel iodure a raison de 30-50 parties d'iodure de potassium ou de sodium
par million de parties de sel. La proportion est de 40-70 parties par million dans le Victoria
et de 20-30 parties dans la Tasmanie. Au cours des vingt-cinq dernieres annees, des
campagnes d'6ducation, sporadiques, ont ete entreprises dans les zones d'endemie.
Elles comportent la distribution hebdomadaire d'un comprime contenant 10 mg d'iodure
aux femmes enceintes et allaitantes, aux nourrissons, aux enfants et aux adolescents.
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Cette methode a ete appliquee d'abord 'a Canberra en 1947, puis en Tasmanie et dans
certaines regions du Victoria. A Canberra la proportion des goitres visibles chez des
enfants de 9-11 ans a passe de 10,00% en 1947 a 1,7% en 1952, ce dernier chiffre provenant
d'examens d'enfants ayant habite Canberra durant les trois annees precedentes.

En Nouvelle-Zelande, la lutte a ete entreprise il y a quelque trente ans deja. Le goitre,
que l'on constate actuellement parmi les Maoris vivant dans les zones d'endemie, semble
avoir exist6 chez ces peuplades avant la penetration europeenne. L'enquete la plus etendue
au sein de la population blanche a et effectu&e en 1920 (90.000 ecoliers furent examines).
La fNrquence la plus elevee de goitres visibles (30 %) fut observee parmi les ecolieres
de 5-15 ans de la region de Christ Church. L'emploi facultatif du sel iode a ete introduit
en 1924, mais il resta limite. Une campagne intensive du Ministere de la Sante en 1934
eleva a 30% la proportion des menages utilisant le sel iode. Une enquete parmi les enfants
de la region de Christ Church en 1951 montra une incidence de 25 % (contre 62% en
1925). Les gros goitres visibles avaient presque disparu, mais la frequence des goitres
< palpables # etait cependant aussi elev&e qu'en 1925, ce qui peut s'expliquer par le fait
que 80% seulement de la population utilise du sel iode, et que ce dernier n'est pas toujours
conforme aux prescriptions.

En Nouvelle-Guine-e, le goitre, signale dans les regions montagneuses, parait etre
un probleme de sante publique. La repartition est irreguliere: des zones indemnes voi-
sinent avec d'autres dans lesquelles la moitie de la population masculine et l'ensemble de
la population feminine est atteinte de goitre. Des mesures prophylactiques n'ont pu etre
prises encore, en raison de la difficulte- qui n'a ete resolue que recemment- d'iodurer
le sel brut. I1 semble qu'une campagne en faveur du sel iode aurait de grandes chances
de succes, car la demande en sel de la part des populations de l'interieur est tres forte,
et le sel est une des principales substances de troc.
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